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The topics to be included have been chosen on the 
basis of what the author has had to learn or look 
up frequently, or has been frequently called upon 
to explain to colleagues. The contents of the book 
are therefore somewhat idiosyncratic rather than 
all-inclusive, and not necessarily what all prospec- 
tive readers would expect from the title. 

Chapter 1 (19 pp.) introduces matrices, and these 
are applied in chapter 2 (21 pp.) to the symmetry 
of finite objects and in chapter 3 (8 pp.) to the 
symmetry of infinitely repeating patterns. Chapter 
4 (10 pp.) introduces vectors, and deals with the 
reciprocal lattice, the orientation matrix, zones and 
forms, and sublattices and superlattices. Chapter 5 
(19 pp.) introduces tensors and leads on to co- 
variance and contravariance, multivariate normal 
distributions and their relationship to anisotropic 
temperature factors. The following three chapters 
are predominantly statistical. Chapter 6 (16 pp.) 
deals with data fitting and the concepts of robust- 
ness and resistance of fitting algorithms; chapter 7 
(12 pp.) is on precision; and chapter 8 (14 pp.) 
covers the F- and t-distributions, correlation, and 
the propagation of errors. The final chapter 9 
(15 pp.) is on constrained crystal structure refine- 
ment. There are also six short appendices (totalling 
27 pp.) on eigenvalues and eigenvectors, the stereo- 
graphic projection, generating matrices for super- 
lattices, the probability integral and the gamma 
function, the harmonic oscillator in quantum 
mechanics, and symmetry restrictions on tensors of 
rank 2, 3, and 4. Finally in appendix G (27 pp.) 
there are listings of Fortran programs for some 
statistical functions and libration corrections. 

Given the author's criteria for the choice of 
subjects one cannot directly criticize his choice, 
though one is surprised that there is no discussion 
of Fourier transforms. The purpose of the book 
means that it is aimed at a reader who already 
knows a little about a mathematical technique and 
wishes to know more about how to use it without 
being faced with rigorous proofs of its validity; 
it is not intended as a book to be read through, 
and a reviewer's approach to it is therefore inappro- 
priate. The extent of this reviewer's prior know- 
ledge varies from chapter to chapter, which is 
bound to affect his assessment of how successful 
each chapter is likely to be for its stated purpose. 
Different chapters certainly demand different 
amounts of prior knowledge for a full understand- 
ing, and will almost certainly drive most people to 
seek supplementary information or clarification 
elsewhere. Nevertheless this book will help them 
greatly to see how various techniques are related 
to what they know and to pin-point any further 
elucidation that they need. 

The only general criticism of the book is that it 

is so concise: it would help more people if it led 
them through the topics rather more gentlY. But 
we all find some topics more troublesome than 
others. This reviewer always has trouble with 
character tables, and hoped that chapter 2 would 
dispel the mystery, but it did not. However that is 
a personal problem of the reviewer rather than a 
particular fault of the author. There are few errors, 
but the diagrams of the point groups would prob- 
ably mystify or mislead anyone who was unfamiliar 
with them; the generators given for class m3m 
do not correspond with the Hermann-Mauguin 
symbol as stated; and there is an obvious omission 
from the first equation on p. 73. 

A crystallographer would be unusually well 
mathematically informed if he did not find many 
things in this book that were useful. I certainly 
wish I had had it on my shelf years ago. 

E. J. W. WHITTAKER 

Gay, P. An Introduction to Crystal Optics. 2nd 
Edition. London and New York (Longman), 
1982. x+262 pp., 120 figs., 1 colour pl. Price 
(Paper) s 

Although in this re-issue only the bibliography has 
been updated, it is good to see available again this 
student text, now in paperback. It blends clear 
theoretical explanations with a thorough discus- 
sion of practical microscope techniques, including 
a chapter on the dispersion of the indicatrix and 
a section on interference effects for biaxial crystals 
in convergent light which fully describes the deter- 
mination of the optic sign. Each chapter has a 
series of exercises (with answers at the end of the 
book) and a full-colour Michel-L6vy chart is also 
included. 

R. A. HOWIE 

Smart, P., and Tovey, N. K. Electron Microscopy 
of Soils and Sediments: Techniques. Oxford 
(Clarendon Press: Oxford University Press), 
1982. xiii+264 pp., 145 figs. Price s 

This book is a companion volume to Electron 
Microscopy of Soils and Sediments: Examples by 
the same authors. It covers an extremely wide range 
of preparative and analytical techniques for both 
scanning (SEM) and transmission electron micro- 
scopy (TEM), and should prove invaluable to any 
worker in the fields of soil and sediment study. 

After two introductory chapters which describe 
the principles and uses of electron microscopy, 
there follow comprehensive accounts of drying and 
impregnation techniques, which include sufficient 
detail to be used directly as laboratory manuals. 
There is a further short section on the preparation 
of sample surfaces, and then a very full description 
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of the actual use of SEM, again containing much 
useful experimental information. Special tech- 
niques for TEM (preparation of replicas, ultrathin 
sections) are covered separately, and there are also 
sections on recent and specialized methods such 
as ion-beam thinning and section-etching. 

In the final three chapters of the book Other 
Methods of Operation, Quantitative Analysis, and 
Further Developments such fields as cathodo- 
luminescence, electron diffraction and X-ray detec- 
tors are introduced, and there is an extended 
discussion of quantification of electron microscopy 
observations, an area of much current interest. It 
would be necessary in most cases here to refer to 
the original literature before one could actually 
employ the techniques covered, however. 

The book is excellently produced in a clear 
double-column format. The collection and critical 
assessment in one volume of so much information 
that was previously widely disseminated in the 
literature makes this an essential purchase for any 
electron microscopist working in similar fields to 
the authors. 

ANDREW PARKER 

Fripiat, J. J., ed. Advanced Techniques for Clay 
Mineral Analysis (Developments in Sedimento- 
logy: Vol. 34). Amsterdam and New York 
(Elsevier Scientific Publishing Co.), 1982. v i+ 
234 pp., 58 figs., 4 pls. Price Dfl 100.00 ($42.50). 

The scientific and technical understanding of clays 
has progressed rapidly over the last few decades. 
Information used to be broadly confined to 
exchange capacities, to elemental analyses (by 
painstaking wet chemical methods) and to some 
structural information from X-ray diffraction. 
Nowadays, novel physical techniques, often 
centred around specialized instrumentation, are 
becoming increasingly used in both pure and 
applied clay mineral research. The quality and 
quantity of information is now vast. 

In recognition of these advances, the Organizing 
Committee of the 7th International Clay Con- 
ference (September 1981: Italy) included a special 
Symposium on Advanced Methods in Clay 
Minerals Research with Professor J. J. Fripiat as 
Organizing Editor. The Symposium was divided 
into three sessions on different days and 20 min. 
were allotted for each of the nine Plenary talks. 
The lectures were distributed to the Conference 
participants in the form of a soft-back book under 
the title 'Advanced Techniques for Clay Mineral 
Analysis'. The book under review is unchanged 
except that it is in hardback form and contains a 
nine page Subject Index. There is no Author Index 
and the Discussions which were timetabled to 

follow each group of Plenary talks have not been 
summarized. 

The chapters deal with thermoanalytical 
methods (R. C. Mackenzie, 25 pp.), high resolution 
electron microscopy (J. P. Eberhart, 20 pp.), neutron 
scattering (P. L. Hall, 25 pp.), NMR (W. E. E. 
Stone, 36 pp.), Mossbauer spectroscopy (B. A. 
Goodman, 25 pp.), electron spin resonance (T. J. 
Pinnavaia, 22 pp.), ultraviolet and visible light 
spectroscopy (R. A. Schoonheydt, 27 pp.), far 
infrared spectroscopy (J. J. Fripiat, 20 pp.) and 
ESCA (P. Canesson, 16 pp.). 

Most chapters have a common format: a pre- 
sentation of the theory followed by practical 
examples ending with an indication of the informa- 
tion which can be obtained. There are about 600 
literature references in all. The choice of title is 
curious since the emphasis is on clay minerals 
research and not clay mineral analysis. 

There is the danger that each area of speciality 
develops its own specialized language. Each be- 
comes so compartmentalized that instead of a 
particular technique being used as part of an 
investigation of the clay material, the objective 
becomes misplaced: the clay material is used as an 
example to illustrate the application of the tech- 
nique. The present volume does not fall into this 
trap and is a constructive step forward, both in 
concept and in result. 

I have one criticism. Thus in his Preface, Pro- 
fessor Fripiat explains that the authors were asked 
to 'avoid as much as possible theoretical discus- 
sions' and to concentrate instead on results and 
interpretation. In some of the chapters this does 
seem to have led to an excessive compression of 
the theoretical principles to such an extent that the 
required short introduction has become the quick 
revision. This is unfortunate. These authors would 
perhaps have done better to concentrate on trans- 
ferring the physical principles of their subjects to 
the non-specialist (and many clay scientists are such 
because their subject is so broadly based) and for 
whom the volume is intended anyway. The chapter 
by R. C. Mackenzie on thermoanalytical methods 
is an exception: the subject is well organized and 
the writing is clear. 

The material has been reproduced directly from 
typescript by offset lithography and there is a 
variation in style. Nevertheless, within this limita- 
tion, the printer has produced a good result. The 
text, line drawings and diagrams are easily read, 
but the reproduction of the several half-tones falls 
short of the standard needed for precise assessment 
of micrographs. 

As a 'starter' I recommend the book. It is an 
'appetite-wetter' to the many exciting techniques 
which offer so much promise. I endorse Professor 


